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In a quantum computer bits are replaced by qubits
The state of the qubit is a superposition of two quantum states

We can act on qubits with unitary operators represented as gates (i.e., Hadamard gate)

When we apply a series of either unitary or measurement gates to a styem of qubits, initialized to a
known state we obtain a quantum circuit ,i.e., Grover, variational quantum circuits.

∣ψ⟩ = α ∣0⟩ + β ∣1⟩
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Open-source full stack API for quantum simulation, hardware control and calibration

Quantum Journal qiboteam/qibo

https://quantum-journal.org/papers/q-2024-02-12-1247/pdf/
https://github.com/qiboteam/qibolab








Q������
open-source software library for quantum hardware control

Quantum Journal qiboteam/qibolab

https://quantum-journal.org/papers/q-2024-02-12-1247/pdf/
https://github.com/qiboteam/qibolab
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The host computer
running Qibolab
communicates with the
different electronics used
to control a QPU.

The readout and feedback
channels measure the
qubits,

the drive channel applies
gates,

the flux channels for
tuning their frequency.
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Qibolab provides two main interface
objects:

the Pulse object for defining
arbitrary pulses to be played on
qubits,

the Platform which is used to
execute these pulses on a specific
QPU and set of instruments.

Qibolab

Pulses

Transpiler

Drivers

Qblox

QM

Zurich

RFSoC

Qibosoq
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A reporting tool for calibration using Qibo

arxiv:2303.10397 qiboteam/qibocal

https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.10397
https://github.com/qiboteam/qibocal
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Let’s suppose the following:

We have a QPU (self-hosted).

We have control over what we send to the QPU.

We know how to convert quantum circuits to pulses.

Can I trust my results? NO!

Characterization and calibration are an essential step to properly operate emerging quantum devices.
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In superconducting qubits gates are
implemented through microwave pulses.

Several protocols need to be executed to
extract specific parameters.

After an initial calibration more advanced
experiments can be performed in order to:

improve readout
run benchmarking protocols
reach optimal control
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Given a general single qubit gate it is possible to decompose it in RX and RZ gates

From the level of pulses:
An RX is a Gaussian pulse calibrated by Rabi experiment
An RZ is a change in the virtual phase of the pulses.
An MZ is a rectangular pulse calibrated by readout optimization routines

How an RX and measurement gate is performed at the pulses level on a qubit.
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Hardware 
Characterization

Single Qubit Routines

Gate Set Characterization
Standard Randomized 

Benchmarking

Low Level Characterization

Resonator Characterization

Resonator Spectroscopy

Resonator Punchout

Resonator Flux Dependence

Qubit Characterization
Qubit Spectroscopy

Qubit Flux Dependence

Rabi Oscillations

Ramsey
Standard

Detuned

T1 & T2

Single-shot classification

AllXY & Drag Pulse Tuning

Flipping

Dispersive Shift

Readout Characterization
Fidelity

QND-ness

Readout Frequency Optimization

Fast Reset Test

Time of Flight Readout

Two Qubits 
Interactions

Chevron

Tune Landscape
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Specify a direct acyclic
graph with various
experiments

Parameters computed are
fed from one routine to
the next

Full quantum chip
recalibration
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Q������ + Q������

T  =real T  +qibo T  +instrument T  ideal



Q���+Q������+Q������
1. Circuit definition

from qibo import Circuit, gates

c = Circuit(2)
c.add(gates.H(0))
c.add(gates.CNOT(0,1))
c.add(gates.M(0,1))
shots = c(nshots=1000)

2. Circuit
compilation

Translate the circuit
into a sequence of
pulses considering
the chip topology.

3. Hardware execution
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